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A common approach to understanding the functional repertoire of a genome is through
functional genomics. With systems biology burgeoning, bioinformatics has grown to a larger
extent for plant genomes where several applications in the form of protein-protein
interactions (PPI) are used to predict the function of proteins. With plant genes evolutionarily
conserved, the science of bioinformatics in agriculture has caught interest with myriad of
applications taken from bench side to in silico studies. A multitude of technologies in the form
of gene analysis, biochemical pathways and molecular techniques have been exploited to an
extent that they consume less time and have been cost-effective to use. As genomes are
being sequenced, there is an increased amount of expression data being generated from time
to time matching the need to link the expression profiles and phenotypic variation to the
underlying genomic variation. This would allow us to identify candidate genes and understand
the molecular basis/phenotypic variation of traits. While many bioinformatics methods like
expression and whole genome sequence data of organisms in biological databases have been
used in plants, we felt a common reference showcasing the reviews for such analysis is
wanting. We envisage that this dearth would be facilitated in the form of this Springer book
on Agricultural Bioinformatics. We thank all the authors and the publishers Springer, Germany
for providing us an opportunity to review the bioinformatics works that the authors have
carried in the recent past and hope the readers would find this book attention grabbing.
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Gross National Product, Canada, 1870-1926: The Derivation of the Estimates sets out in detail the sources of
data and methods employed to obtain annual estimates of the gross national product of Canada between
1870 and 1926. Many other data used in compilation of the estimates or as a basis for assessing the accuracy
of the estimates are also provided. This information is an important contribution to Canadian economic
history, revealing growth and fluctuations in the Canadian economy and providing research material for other
scholars.
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This report provides information on the average tariff levels and on the use of tariff-rate quotas, export subsidies and export
credits by selected OECD countries for temperate-zone agricultural products.
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Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry
General Farm Bill of 1985: Domestic hunger, food stamp program, and temporary emergency food assistance program
Bulletin - Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Kentucky
This book opens up histories of childhood and youth in South African historiography. It looks at how childhoods changed
during South Africa's industrialisation, and traces the ways in which institutions, first the Dutch Reformed Church and
then the Cape government, attempted to shape white childhood to the future benefit of the colony.
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Sustainable Agriculture
Major Statistical Series of the U.S. Department of Agriculture: Agricultural prices and parity
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Environmental Protection Careers Guidebook
Includes the 62nd- annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station issued by Michigan State University (called earlier,
Michigan State College).
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